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Wegley, H. L. (2016). Chasing freedom. Charleston, SC: Trinity Press International. 
328 pp. $14.99. ISBN 9780996493741
This novel, self-billed as a “political thriller with romance,” is the third written in the 
“Against All Enemies” series, and forms the prequel of the series. It is an easy and 
fun read, full of adventure, plot twists, and of course, romance, which is distinctively 
Christian in its worldview. The lead protagonist, Jeff Jacobs is a strong Christian 
who helps to save first, Allie Santiago and later, her family, from a vicious drug 
cartel. Their adventure in evading the cartel members serves as the catalyst for their 
romance which must grow strong enough to survive the revelation of Jeff ’s past. 
The author adds a Prologue, Epilogue, and Final Ending to the series, all of which 
he recommends be skipped if the reader has not already read the other two books 
in the series. H. L. Wegley is a former Air Force Intelligence Analyst and Weather 
Officer who also worked as a civilian research scientist and a developer of Boeing 
computing systems. His writing credits so far include research papers, this 3-book 
series, another 4-book inspirational thriller series, and two nonfiction books. 
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